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12 ABSTRACT: Macromonomers [RPhSiO1.5]8,10,12 and [RCH
13 CHSiO1.5]8,10,12, where R is a conjugated group, have previously
14 been shown to offer photophysical properties wherein excitation
15 promotes an electron from the HOMO to an excited-state
16 LUMO that sits in the center of the cage and allows
17 communication between all conjugated groups, suggesting 3-D
18 delocalization. In the current work, we explore replacing one
19 conjugated group in [RPhSiO1.5]8 with either Me or nPr or
20 s imp l y r emov i n g on e c o r n e r f r om t h e c a g e ,
21 [RPhSiO1.5]7(O0.5SiMe3)3, and examine its effect on any
22 potential LUMO that might form. We report here that such
23 changes seem to have no effect on the existence of a 3-D
24 LUMO-derived delocalization as witnessed by emission red-
25 shifts from the R = 4-Me-/4-CN-stilbene moieties essentially
26 identical to those for the original [RPhSiO1.5]8 macromonomers. Of particular importance is the fact that removing one corner
27 from the cage also has little effect on the photophysics, indeed significantly improving fluorescence emission quantum
28 efficiencies. However, removing most of the conjugated groups on the corner missing cage (from 7 to 2), e.g.,
29 [MeStilSiO1.5]2[PhSiO1.5]5(O0.5SiMe3)3, eliminates the red-shift, implying the absence of a LUMO inside the cage. This
30 suggests a minimum number of groups are needed to form such a LUMO. Also, for the first time, the radiation patterns for
31 nonlinear, optically induced magnetic scattering at elevated light intensities are reported for these compounds and shown to
32 support the same conclusiona spherical LUMO exists inside the cage.

33 ■ INTRODUCTION

34 Research on silsesquioxane macromonomers has grown over
35 the past 30 years such that the field has become a major area of
36 chemical exploration with ∼17 reviews and one book written
37 in this period.1−18 As part of our exploration of the chemistries
38 of T8, T10, and T12 cage macromonomers, we have been
39 particularly interested in the chemistries and photophysical
40 properties of the vinyl and phenyl derivatives. This comes from
41 our discovery that they offer properties quite different from
42 what was anticipated to be organic decorated silica. In a series
43 of papers, we determined that these 3-D macromonomers
44 exhibit behavior that reflects the existence of a LUMO within
45 the center of the cage that greatly affects both cage chemistries
46 and photophysical properties.19−21 They also exhibit un-
47 expected two-photon absorption (TPA) behavior that suggests
48 considerable polarization in the excited state.

49In particular, although the cages are recognized to offer
50electron-withdrawing properties similar to CF3,

22 the phenyl
51cages exhibit very different reactivities during electrophilic
52substitution. For example, traditional Friedel−Crafts acylation,
53sulfonylation, and nitration do indeed favor formation of meta-
54substituted products17 as might be expected. However,
55bromination and iodination selectivities are quite disparate.
56For example, the PhT8,10,12 cages all iodinate almost exclusively
57(>90% selectivity) in the para position. In contrast,
58bromination occurs selectively in the ortho position (85%
59PhT8, 70% PhT10, and 60% PhT12). This selectivity is likely
60defined by the separation between phenyl groups on
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61 neighboring positions on the cages. The phenyl groups are 90°,
62 72°, and 60° apart as the cage size increases limiting access of
63 Br2 to ortho hydrogens.
64 Although we have yet to identify a mechanistic pathway
65 whereby iodination occurs selectively in the para position, we
66 have carefully modeled the bromination process. We find that
67 the cage-centered LUMO engages an incoming Br2 and
68 together with hydrogen bonding to ortho hydrogens leads to
69 formation of an energetically favored transition state akin to a

f1 70 Venus flytrap that selectively drives ortho bromination (Figure
f1 71 1).23

72 More recently, we reported that the first bromine on the
73 cage promotes bromination on the same face of the cage as

f2f3 74 illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.24 The crystal structure in Figure
75 3 shows that careful bromination allows the synthesis and
76 isolation of a Janus brominated cage.25

77 Several other research groups have now isolated related cage
78 macromonomers with cage-centered LUMOs that also lead to
79 unusual properties including a germanium analogue as shown

f4 80 in Figure 4.26

81These recent results suggest that the presence of LUMOs
82inside such cage macromonomers might be more common
83than our earlier results suggested. To this end, we decided to
84systematically study the effects of replacing one phenyl on the
85cage with a simple alkylmethyl or n-propylor simply
86making a cage missing a corner and exploring the synthesis of
87model stilbene compounds to test the potential for LUMO
88formation in the unsymmetrical cages: MePh7[SiO1.5]8,
89PrPh7[SiO1.5]8, and [PhSiO1.5]7(O0.5SiMe3)3. We report here
90the bromination and iodination of these model cages, their
91conversion to 4-methylstilbene and 4-cyanostilbene derivatives,
92spectroscopic characterization of the formed products, and
93their photophysical properties. We find that indeed even with a
94missing corner a LUMO forms in the cages and yields a form
95of excited-state delocalization results as reported for the
96octaphenylsilsesquioxane analogues, except in the case of

Figure 1. Venus flytrap mechanism for ortho bromination.23

Figure 2. Asymmetric bromination.24

Figure 3. Janus bromination of octaphenylsilsesquioxanes.25

Figure 4. Polyhedral germsesquioxane cage with LUMO centered
within the cage.26
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97 [MeStilSiO1.5]2[PhSiO1.5]5(O0.5SiMe3)3.
19−21 We also report

98 for the first time magneto-optic properties that support the
99 existence of spherical LUMOs inside these cages.

100 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
101 Materials. All commercially available chemicals were used as
102 received unless otherwise indicated. Trisilanol corner-missing phenyl-
103 silsesquioxane [PhSiO1.5]7[O0.5H]3 [T7-triol] was purchased from
104 Hybrid Plastics. Methyltrichlorosilane (MeSiCl3), propyltrichlorosi-
105 lane (nPrSiCl3), trimethylchlorosilane (Me3SiCl), triethylamine
106 (Et3N), tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium(0) (Pd2(dba)3), bis-
107 (tri-tert-butylphosphine)palladium(0) (Pd(t-Bu3P)2), N ,N-
108 dicyclohexylmethylamine (NCy2Me), 4-methylstyrene (C9H10), and
109 N-acetyl-L-cysteine (HSCH2CH(NHCOCH3)CO2H) were pur-
110 chased from Sigma-Aldrich. Bromine, Br2, and 4-cyanostyrene, and
111 C9H7N were purchased from Fisher Scientific. THF was purchased
112 from Fisher Scientific and distilled under nitrogen from Na/
113 benzophenone ketyl prior to use.
114 Synthesis of Ph7T8R′ (R′ = Me/nPr).27 To a dry 250 mL Schlenk
115 flask under N2 were added Ph7T7-triol (10.0 g, 10.75 mmol), 75 mL
116 of THF, and R′SiCl3 (11.83 mmol). Following the addition, a 25 mL
117 of THF solution of Et3N (4.4 g, 43.0 mmol) was added over a 10 min
118 period. The reaction was stirred magnetically under N2 for 24 h and
119 then transferred to a separatory funnel. It was washed with brine (10
120 mL), 1 M HCl (10 mL), and brine (10 mL), and diethyl ether was
121 added to extract the organic layer. Thereafter, the organic layer was
122 dried over MgSO4, and most solvent was removed by rotary
123 evaporation. The resulting thick slurry was slowly poured into cold,
124 well-stirred methanol (100 mL) to fully precipitate the product, which
125 was recovered by filtration and dried under vacuum to give a 75%
126 yield of white product.
127 Synthesis of Ph7T7-Trisiloxy.

27 To a dry 250 mL Schlenk flask
128 under N2 were added Ph7T7-triol (10.0 g, 10.75 mmol), 100 mL of
129 THF, Et3N (6.5 g, 64.5 mmol), and Me3SiCl (7.0 g, 64.5 mmol). The
130 reaction was stirred magnetically under N2 for 24 h and then
131 transferred to a separatory funnel. It was washed with brine (10 mL),
132 1 M HCl (10 mL), and brine (10 mL), and diethyl ether was added to
133 extract the organic layer. Thereafter, the organic layer was dried over
134 MgSO4, and most solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The
135 resulting thick slurry was slowly poured into cold, well-stirred
136 methanol (100 mL) to fully precipitate the product, which was
137 recovered by filtration and dried under vacuum to give a 70% yield of
138 white product.
139 General Bromination of Ph7T8R′ and Ph7T7-Trisiloxy.

28 To a
140 dry 100 mL Schlenk flask under N2 were added Ph7T8R′ or Ph7T7-
141 trisiloxy (5.0 mmol, phenyl: 35.0 mmol) and 25 mL of CH2Cl2. A
142 condenser was then attached, and the flask was heated to 45 °C in an
143 oil bath. Thereafter, Br2 (3.0 mL, 57.8 mmol) was added dropwise to
144 the solution, and an additional 3 mL of CH2Cl2 was added to wash
145 the condenser. After that, a vent to a bubbler containing aqueous base
146 was added, and the solution was stirred magnetically under reflux at
147 45 °C for 5.5 h. At this point, 20 g of Na2S2O5 and 10 g of Na2CO3
148 were dissolved in 40 mL of water and then added to the solution with
149 vigorous stirring until the Br2 color disappeared. The mixture was
150 then transferred to a separatory funnel, and the organic layer was
151 extracted and washed sequentially with brine (20 mL). Thereafter, the
152 organic layer was dried over MgSO4. Then charcoal and Celite were
153 added and stirred for 10 min. The black mixture was filtered to give a
154 clear, colorless liquid. Most solvent was removed by rotary
155 evaporation, and the resulting solid was redissolved in a minimal
156 amount of THF and slowly poured into cold, well-stirred methanol
157 (100 mL) to fully precipitate the product, which was recovered from
158 filtration and dried under vacuum to give a 60% yield of white
159 product.
160 General Iodination of Ph7T8R′ and Ph7T7-Trisiloxy.

29 To a
161 dry 250 mL Schlenk flask under N2 was added 70 mL of a 1 M
162 solution ICl in CH2Cl2. The flask was then cooled to −40 °C with a
163 cold bath (50% v/v of ethylene glycol in ethanol). Ph7T8R′ or Ph7T7-
164 trisiloxy (5.0 mmol) was added slowly to the reaction mixture. After

165that, a vent to a bubbler containing aqueous base was added, and the
166solution was stirred magnetically at −40 °C for 6.0 h. At this point, 20
167g of Na2S2O5 and 10 g of Na2CO3 were dissolved in 40 mL of water
168and then added to the solution with vigorous stirring until the ICl
169color disappeared. The mixture was then transferred to a separatory
170funnel, and the organic layer was extracted and washed sequentially
171with brine (20 mL). Thereafter, the organic layer was dried over
172MgSO4, and charcoal and Celite were added and stirred for 10 min.
173The black mixture was filtered to give a clear, colorless liquid. Most
174solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting was solid
175redissolved in minimal THF and slowly poured into cold, well-stirred
176methanol (100 mL) to fully precipitate the product. The product was
177recovered by filtration and dried under vacuum to give a 80% yield of
178white product.
179General Heck Reaction of Brominated and Iodinated
180Ph7T8R′ and Ph7T7-Trisiloxy.

23,27 To a dry 100 mL Schlenk flask
181under N2 were added brominated or iodinated Ph7T8R′ or Ph7T7-
182trisiloxy (1.0 mmol), Pd[P(t-Bu3)]2 (38.7 mg, 0.08 mmol), and
183Pd2(dba)3 (34.6 mg, 0.04 mmol), followed by 30 mL of THF,
184NCy2Me (2.8 g, 14.0 mmol), and 4-methyl/cyanostyrene (14.0
185mmol). The mixture was stirred magnetically at 70 °C for 24 h and
186then quenched by filtering through 1 cm Celite, which was washed
187with THF (5 mL). The solution was then concentrated and
188precipitated into cold, well-stirred methanol (100 mL) and filtered,
189and the yellowish solid was redissolved in THF (10 mL). The
190solution was then filtered again through a 1 cm Celite column to
191remove remaining Pd particles, concentrated, and reprecipitated into
192cold methanol (50 mL) to give a crude yellow product.
193Removal of Pd Catalyst.24 To a dry 50 mL Schlenk flask under
194N2 were added the above product dissolved in toluene (10 mL) and
195N-acetyl-L-cysteine (0.1 g) dissolved in THF (1 mL). The solution
196was stirred magnetically overnight at room temperature and then
197filtered through 1 cm Celite to remove the insoluble Pd−cysteine
198complex. Most solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, and the
199resulting solid was redissolved in a minimal amount of THF and
200slowly poured into cold, well-stirred methanol (50 mL) to fully
201precipitate the product. The product was then recovered by filtration
202and dried under vacuum to give a 70% yield of yellowish product.
203MALDI, GPC, FTIR, and TGA were used to characterize product
204 s1purity.
205Analytical Methods. Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ioniza-
206tion Time-of-Flight Spectrometry. MALDI-TOF was done on a
207Micromass Tof Spec-2E equipped with a 337 nm nitrogen laser in
208positive-ion reflectron mode using poly(ethylene glycol) as calibration
209standard, dithranol as matrix, and AgNO3 as ion source. Samples were
210prepared by mixing solutions of 5 parts matrix (10 mg/mL in THF), 5
211parts sample (1 mg/mL in THF), and 1 part AgNO3 (2.5 mg/mL in
212THF) and blotting the mixture on the target plate.
213Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. All 1H NMR spectra were collected
214from samples dissolved in CDCl3 and recorded on a Varian INOVA
215400 MHz spectrometer. 1H NMR spectra were collected at 400 MHz
216using a spectral width of 6000 Hz, a relaxation delay of 0.5 s, 30K data
217points, a pulse width of 38°, and TMS (0.00 ppm) as the internal
218reference.
219Thermogravimetric Analyses. TGAs were run on a SDT Q600
220simultaneous differential DTA-TGA Instrument (TA Instruments,
221Inc., New Castle, DE). Samples (15−25 mg) were loaded in alumina
222pans and ramped at 10 °C/min to 1000 °C under dry air with a flow
223rate of 60 mL/min.
224Gel Permeation Chromatography. GPC analyses were done on a
225Waters 440 system equipped with Waters Styragel columns (7.8 ×
226300, HT 0.5, 2, 3, and 4) with RI detection using a Waters
227refractometer and THF as solvent. The system was calibrated by using
228polystyrene standards.
229Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. Diffuse reflectance
230Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectra were recorded on a Nicolet
2316700 Series FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.,
232Madison, WI). Optical grade, random cuttings of KBr (International
233Crystal Laboratories, Garfield, NJ) were ground, with 1.0 wt % of the
234sample to be analyzed. For DRIFT analyses, samples were packed
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235 firmly and leveled off at the upper edge to provide a smooth surface.
236 The FTIR sample chamber was flushed continuously with N2 prior to
237 data acquisition in the range 4000−400 cm−1 with a precision of ±4
238 cm−1.
239 Photophysical Characterization. UV−Vis Spectrometry. UV−
240 vis spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-1601 UV−vis
241 transmission spectrometer. Samples were dissolved in CH2Cl2 and
242 diluted to a concentration (10−3−10−4 M) where the absorption
243 maximum was <10% for a 1 cm path length.
244 Photoluminescence Spectrometry. Photoluminescent spectra
245 were recorded on a Fluoromax-2 fluorometer in the required solvent
246 using 300 nm excitation. Samples from UV−vis spectroscopy were
247 diluted (10−5−10−6 M) to avoid excimer formation and fluorometer
248 detector saturation.
249 Two-Photon Studies. Steady-State Measurements. All com-
250 pounds were dissolved in CH2Cl2 (Sigma-Aldrich, spectrophoto-
251 metric grade) for carrying out the optical measurements. The
252 absorption spectra of the molecules were measured using an Agilent
253 (Model No. 8341) spectrophotometer. To measure the molar
254 extinction coefficients, the original stock solutions were diluted to
255 10−6 M. The fluorescence spectra were acquired using a Spex-
256 fluorolog spectrofluorometer. The quantum yields of the molecules
257 were measured using a known procedure.21 Bis-MSB [p-bis(o-
258 methylstyryl)benzene] has been used as the standard. The absorbance
259 was limited to less than 0.03. The solutions were purged with argon
260 for 3 min prior to measuring their emission spectra. Then, the
261 following relation was used to measure the quantum yield:21
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262 where (ϕF)S is the quantum yield of the standard, ∫ J(v̅) dv̅ the area
263 under the fluorescence emission curve for the sample, ∫ JS(v̅) dv̅ the
264 area under the fluorescence emission curve for the standard (Ja)S the
265 absorbance of the standard, Ja the absorbance of the sample, n2 the

266refractive index of the solvent used for the sample, and nS
2 the

267refractive index of the solvent used for the standard.
268Two-Photon Excited Fluorescence Measurements. To measure
269the two-photon absorption cross sections, we followed the two-
270photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) method.22 A 10−4 M Coumarin
271307 (7-ethylamino-6-methyl-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin) solution in
272methanol was used as the reference for measuring TPA cross sections
273at different wavelengths. The laser used for the study was a Mai Tai
274Diode-pumped mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser, which is tunable from
275700 to 1000 nm. The beam was directed on to the sample cell (quartz
276cuvette, 0.5 cm path length), and the resultant fluorescence was
277collected in a direction perpendicular to the incident beam. A 1 in.
278focal length plano-convex lens was used to direct the collected
279fluorescence into a monochromator. The output from the
280monochromator was coupled to a PMT. The photons were converted
281into counts by a photon counting unit. A logarithmic plot between
282collected fluorescence photons and input intensity gave a slope of 2,
283ensuring a quadratic dependence. The intercept enabled us to
284calculate the two-photon absorption cross sections at different
285wavelengths.
286Magnetic Scattering Studies.30−33 Polarization-selective light
287scattering was investigated in samples excited with 100 fs pulses
288from an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system operating at 10 kHz
289repetition rate (amplitude/continuum). SQs were prepared as 0.1
290mM solutions in DCM and placed in standard quartz cuvettes to
291measure light scattering caused by the (nonlinear) magnetoelectric
292interaction that occurs at the molecular level for intensities in the
293range 108−1010 W/cm2. Complete radiation patterns were recorded
294for induced electric and magnetic dipole moment strengths in this
295intensity range by analyzing scattered light to distinguish co-polarized
296and cross-polarized signal components. By fitting each radiation
297pattern with a combination of unpolarized and dipolar components
298versus polar angle, it was possible to compare the librational response
299determined by the azimuthal potential surface in different SQs.
300Computational Methods. Modeling studies were run on ground
301state geometries were performed using the DFT calculation B3LYP/
3026-31G(d,p). All of them were performed with a Gaussian 09 program
303package. To develop an understanding of the asymmetric T7(TMS)3
304molecule, the optimized T7(TMS)3 structure was first investigated by
305using local orbitals in a full potential representation, within the
306framework of density functional theory and the generalized gradient
307approximation methods as implemented in Gaussian 09. The ground-
308state geometry was performed by using Becke’s three-parameter
309gradient-corrected exchange potential combined with the Lee−Yang−
310Parr gradient-corrected correlation potential (B3LYP)34−36 including
311Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction (DFTD3 with Becke−
312Johnson damping).37,38 The 6-31G(d,p) basis set is employed for all
313atoms.

314■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

315In previous studies, a set of stilbene-functionalized T8
316compounds were synthesized from [p-IPhSiO1.5]8 was well as
317[o-BrPhSiO1.5]8 using Heck coupling.19−21 These fully
318functionalized cages all show UV−vis absorption spectra
319identical to the spectrum of trans-stilbene, while the emission
320spectra of the full cages show red-shifts of 60−100 nm.19−21

321These large red-shifts are proposed to result from interactions
322of the stilbene π* orbitals with a LUMO centered within the
323cage that has 3-D orbital symmetry, indicating all stilbene
324moieties interact in the excited state.19 Such photophysical
325behavior has been reported previously as indicative of
326semiconducting-like behavior.19−21

327Here we demonstrate similar behavior where only
328monoalkylheptaphenyl or corner missing partial cages are
329used. In the following section, we first characterize the
330individual macromonomers synthesized per the Experimental
331Section; thereafter, we present the photophysical data, and

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Stilbene-SQs
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332 then the theoretical modeling results as a prelude to
333 discussions about the interpretation of this photophysical data.
334 Synthesis and Characterization of RStilxT8R′ and
335 RStilxT7-Trisiloxy. In previous studies, we discovered a
336 synthetic route to o-Br8OPS with ≥85% ortho-substitution27

337 and p-I8OPS with >99% monoiodination and >95% para-
338 substitution,29 and a series of o-BrxOPS and p-IxOPS were
339 synthesized, which were used as the starting material for the
340 synthesis, via Heck coupling, of a series of stilbene
341 derivatives.19−21

342 Here, we extend our efforts synthesizing a series of
343 alkylphenyl and corner-missing stilbene derivatives from the
344 corresponding brominated and iodinated cages. The first step
345 was to cap the trisilanol corner-missing phenylsilsesquioxane
346 Ph7T7-triol with methyl-/propyltrichlorosilane and trimethyl-
347 chlorosilane, which give the title closed and corner-missing
348 open cage macromonomers, respectively, as characterized by
349 MALDI-TOF, GPC, and 1H NMR as listed in Table S1. These
350 derivatives were characterized by MALDI-TOF (Figures S1−
351 S12), TGA (Figures S13−S16), GPC, and 1H NMR as listed
352 in Tables S2 and S3.
353

1H NMR of BrxPh7T8R in Table S2 shows four signals in the
354 aromatic region. Those of IxPh7T8R show only two signals,
355 indicating ortho bromination and para iodination as seen
356 previously.
357 The MALDI-TOF of brominated cages presented in Figures
358 S1 and S4 reveals only traces of dibrominated phenyls. Their
359 TGA ceramic yields (to SiO2) are close to theory, while
360 MALDI-TOF of iodinated cages presented in Figures S7 and
361 S10 do not show any peaks for diiodophenyl products. The
362 MALDI-TOF data in Table S3 indicate that the substitution
363 patterns of the Heck products are identical to those found for
364 both the brominated and iodinated starting cages without cage
365 breakdown during Heck coupling. Likewise, the TGA ceramic
366 yields of the stilbene derivatives in Table S3 are also close to
367 theory, strongly suggesting quantitative conversion. Decom-
368 position onset temperatures (Td5%/TGA/air) for most Heck
369 products are >400 °C, suggesting high thermal stability arising
370 from the silica-like core. GPC suggests cage sizes grow slightly
371 with Heck coupling by comparing the retention times of the
372 Heck products with starting brominated or iodinated cages.
373 The molecular masses indicated by GPC are not accurate due
374 to the spherical structure of cages, and the retention times for
375 all cage compounds are around 32 min.
376 We also purposely synthesized the 4-methylstilbene
377 derivative from p-I8OPS for comparison for reasons discussed
378 in the following section.
379 Photophysical Properties. UV−Vis Studies for o-

f5 380 RStilxT8R′. Figure 5 provides steady-state spectra (CH2Cl2)
381 for p-Mestil8OPS synthesized from I8OPS and o-RStilxT8R′.
382 The spectra for o-MestilxT8R′ are very similar to those for p-
383 Mestil8OPS. As indicated by previous studies as well as results
384 shown here, their UV−vis spectra are all red-shifted 5−10 nm
385 from those of p-methylstilbene and the model compound
386 MeStilSi(OEt)3. Normally, it would be reasonable to argue
387 that the effect of the cage on the UV−vis spectra of the
388 attached stilbenes is small. However, it has been suggested in
389 the literature that the −Si(O)3 unit exhibits the inductive
390 characteristics of a −CF3 group.22 Thus, a blue-shift would be a
391 more reasonable expectation. In contrast to the mundane UV−
392 vis absorption behavior, the emissive behavior is quite striking.
393 As seen in Figure 5, the emission spectra (normalized) show a
394 red-shift of 50−70 nm for all compounds relative to those of p-

395methylstilbene itself, indicating 3-D conjugation in the excited
396state.21

397The pair of compounds having structural differences only as
398a result of a methyl/propyl group show the same spectra,
399suggesting their optical properties are independent of the
400nonconjugated side group. The o-CNStilxT8R′ compounds
401display spectra similar to o-MeStilxT8R′ but slightly red-shifted
402ascribed to increased conjugation to the cyano group. The high
403degree of similarity for the p-MeStil8OPS and o-MeStilxT8R′
404spectra suggest formation of 3-D conjugation even with
405functionalized heptaphenyl cages.
406 t1The TPA data (Table 1) indicate that despite the
407introduction of an unfunctionalized corner, there are no
408gross changes in the values recorded, indicating only modest
409polarization of the individual stilbene groups as expected since
410the model stilbenes are not capable of charge-transfer-like
411behavior as seen previously.19−21

412We have included the TPA data for the highest reported
413values for cage macromonomers or SQs in our previous
414studies. These compounds have a strong charge-transfer (CT)
415component such that in the excited state a large CT transition
416is observed, reflecting extensive molecular polarization leading
417to the very large TPA values per group. Coincidentally the ΦF
418for these compounds are quite low (0.06/0.07) as expected for
419CT states.
420 f6UV−Vis Data for o/p-RStilxT7-Trisiloxy. Figure 6 provides
421UV−vis absorption and emission spectra for p-MeStil8OPS and
422o-RStilxT7-trisiloxy. Ignoring for the moment the data from p-
423MeStil2Ph5T7-trisiloxy, their spectra are very similar, and all are
4245−10 nm red-shifted in absorption and 50−70 nm in emission
425from p-methylstilbene and the model compound MeStilSi-
426(OEt)3, also indicating the existence of 3-D conjugation even
427when a corner is missing. o-RStilxT7-trisiloxy shows longer
428wavelength absorption up to 400 nm, which may arise from the
429presence of small amounts of dibromophenyl functionality,
430leading to small amounts of distyrenylbenzene in these SQs.
431Such longer wavelength absorption was absent in spectra of p-
432MeStil8OPS due to absence of the diiodophenyl functionality
433and p-MeStil2Ph5T7-trisiloxy.
434TPA-δ of o-MeStil7T7-trisiloxy is only slightly different from
435other functionalized cage compounds while the TPA-δ of o-
436CNStil7T7-trisiloxy is larger due to the presence of a small
437amount of dibromophenyl functionality as well as increased
438conjugation of the cyano group compared to the methyl group.

Figure 5. Normalized steady-state spectra for Ph7T8R′, p-MeStil8OPS
and o-RStilxT8R′.
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439 These values contrast greatly with the surprising ΦF values
440 for the corner-missing cage which are higher to much higher
441 than for complete cages. The reason for this is not clear, but
442 perhaps the bulky trimethylsiloxy (TMS) groups prevent
443 radiationless decay by shielding the cage-centered excited state
444 from solvent collisions that might serve to promote thermal
445 emission from the excited statehence radiationless decay.
446 Most telling of all the Table 1 photophysics data reported is
447 that for p-MeStil2Ph5T7-trisiloxy. For the first time, we find a
448 stilbene cage that does not show a red-shift in emission.
449 Instead, the absorption and emission are identical to p-
450 methylstilbene. Indeed, there is not even a blue-shift in
451 absorption as might be anticipated based on arguments
452 presented above. This molecule does not have a cage-centered
453 LUMO. This is extremely important because it means that
454 these LUMOs can only form at certain degrees of conjugation.
455 That is there is a point where sufficient numbers of conjugated
456 groups must be attached for the LUMO to form inside the
457 cage; otherwise, it is likely phenyl- or stilbene-centered.
458 The interpretation is that there are clearly structure−
459 property relationships that must be satisfied for 3-D
460 delocalization to occur. This is a valuable discovery because
461 it suggests that there are opportunities to probe, tailor, and
462 optimize properties for applications ranging from high

463efficiency luminescent components for OLED and white
464light applications and/or for hybrid photovoltaics, especially
465if the HOMO LUMO gap can be manipulated. We will in fact
466demonstrate some ability to do this in a later paper.
467Optical Magnetization Properties. Recently, high-
468frequency magnetization has been induced by intense laser
469light in a wide variety of materials including simple chemical
470compounds.39−42 Nonlinear scattering experiments can char-
471acterize 3-D silsesquioxane structures in a novel way that
472exploits their susceptibility to the joint forces of magnetic and
473electric optical fields. Magnetoelectric scattering at the
474molecular level is sensitive to the potential energy surface V
475within each molecule. This follows from the fact that the slope
476of the potential determines the azimuthal restoring force of
477electrons set in motion by the two-photon interaction.32 This
478restoring force determines the natural frequency ωϕ of
479oscillations in a torsion pendulum model of the motion33 as
480well as the intensity of nonlinear scattering by components of
481various polarizations. Using a linearized approximation to the
482slope in a direction perpendicular to the radius of the molecule
483near the equilibrium point, the natural frequency is expressible
484as

b
I

V(d /d )aveω ϕ≃ϕ

485Here b is a constant that depends on incident light intensity
486and detuning, and I is the molecular moment of inertia. Small
487values of ωϕ correspond to a nearly flat potential, and large
488values indicate a steep local potential. It is important to note
489that ωϕ also equals the two-photon detuning denominator for
490the nonlinear scattering process observed in our experiments.
491It is for this reason that ωϕ is the chief factor determining the
492relative intensities of polarized or unpolarized scattering
493channels in the optical interaction.32 By analyzing ratios of
494polarized to unpolarized magnetoelectric scattering in different
495molecules under constant experimental conditions, we can
496therefore compare the libration frequencies and relative
497sphericity of their orbitals. To this end, co- and cross-polarized
498scattered light intensities were recorded and analyzed to
499distinguish signals of electric and magnetic origin. Then, the
500comparative sphericity of the excited electron orbitals was
501determined from the ratio of unpolarized to polarized magnetic
502signal intensity.

Table 1. Photophysical Data for p-MeStil8OPS, RStilxT8R′, and RStilxT7-Trisiloxy

Abs λmax (nm) Em λmax (nm) EStokes (cm
−1) ΦF TPA-δ (GM)

p-MeStilbene9 298, 311 355
MeStilSi(OEt)3

6 298 352
[p-NH2StilvinylSiO1.5]8

19 361 481 6911 0.06 110
[p-NH2StilSiO1.5]8

20 356 459 6303 0.07 26
p-MeStil8OPS

10 305, 320 400, 422 9142 0.57 0.17
o-MeStil6T8Me 304, 320 402, 426 9530 0.16 1.2
o-MeStil7T8Pr 306, 320 402, 426 9420 0.13 0.9
o-CNStil6T8Me 315, 325 419, 441 8185 0.15 2.0
o-CNStil7T8Pr 315, 325 419, 441 8185 0.19 1.4
p-MeStil7T8Me 305, 317 398, 420 7661 0.17 0.1
p-MeStil7T8Pr 305, 317 398, 421 7661 0.20 0.1
p-CNStil7T8Me 317, 326 415, 442 6578 0.09 2.3
p-CNStil7T8Pr 314, 326 412, 440 6403 0.06 2.8
o-MeStil7T7-trisiloxy 304, 317 406, 418 7793 0.66 0.88
o-CNStil7T7-trisiloxy 314, 326 422, 438 8101 0.42 5.54
p-MeStil2Ph5T7-trisiloxy 299, 311 354 5196 0.73 0.05

Figure 6. Normalized steady-state spectra for p-MeStil8OPS and o/p-
RStilxT7-trisiloxy.
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503 For this portion of the characterization, a separate set of
504 absorption and emission spectra were obtained, as shown in

f7 505 Figure 7. The laser wavelength was fixed at 800 nm, so
506 multiphoton absorption was required to cause excitation of
507 fluorescence. Both two- and three-photon absorption processes
508 overlap the electronic transition centered on 320 nm in Figure
509 7a (at 400 and 267 nm, respectively). Two-photon absorption
510 dominated the excitation, however, in view of the close fit of
511 quadratic intensity dependence to the observed fluorescence

f8 512 intensity in all three SQ samples (Figure 8). Impurities can also
513 participate in two-photon absorption at 400 nm, since this
514 wavelength is relatively far off resonance with the transition to
515 the excited state of the SQ. This was presumed to account for
516 the spectral features of the emission spectrum in the range
517 475−600 nm that are absent from the one-photon-excited
518 spectrum (Figure 7a,b).
519 To perform magnetic characterization of SQ samples, we
520 measured the co- and cross-polarized scattered light intensity
521 at 90° to an input beam consisting of 100 fs pulses of various
522 intensities at a wavelength of 800 nm. This type of experiment
523 reveals the relative strength of induced magnetic dipole (MD)

524scattering in our samples, which is sensitive to azimuthal
525variations of the electron potential rather than radial variations.
526To identify and interpret the theoretical contributions to
527measured light scattering, we mapped out complete radiation
528 f9f10f11patterns for all samples at fixed input intensity (Figures 9−11).
529To accomplish this, the analyzer in the detection arm was held
530in a fixed orientation that either transmitted (red curve) or
531blocked (blue curve) Rayleigh scattering while the input
532polarization was rotated through 360°. In Figures 9−12, the
533component in red is therefore linear electric dipole scattering.
534The component in blue is nonlinear, cross-polarized scattering
535of magnetoelectric origin. Note that the (red) electric dipole
536scattering and the (blue) magnetic dipole scattering share a
537common unpolarized background, circular in the polar plot,
538which is also due to magnetoelectric scattering.32 When
539analyzed in detail, two separate components are found to be
540present in each and every recorded polar radiation patterns.
541One has a purely dipolar (cos2 θ) variation with angle and is
542therefore polarized. The other has no dependence on angle
543and yields an unpolarized, constant background. In the case of
544cross-polarized scattered light, both components are of
545magnetic origin.32 The polarized component in MD scattering

Figure 7. Normalized steady-state one-photon (a) and two-photon (b) fluorescence spectra (λex = 800 nm laser light) for o-RStil7T8R′ and o-
RStil7T7-trisiloxy.

Figure 8. Dependence of two-photon-induced fluorescence emission intensity on input power at λex = 800 nm in three different SQ samples: (a)
methyl, (b) propyl, and (c) TMS.
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546 is a little larger in TMS than in the methyl or propyl variants
547 (Figures 11 and 12). An increase of polarized MD intensity in
548 TMS over that observed in the other samples, measured by the
549 ratio of the angular excursion of scattering intensity over the
550 constant background level in the data, can be interpreted as the
551 result of a deformation in the potential well of the caged
552 electron density. This is discussed next.

f12 553 In Figures 9−12 the observed scattered light intensities in
554 part (a) of each figure indicate that the magnetic scattering
555 component (blue) has a magnitude that is only 3−5 times
556 smaller than the Rayleigh component (red). Such an intense
557 magnetic component is not observed in linear scattering but
558 arises here due to nonlinear scattering of magnetoelectric
559 origin at the molecular level. What is most significant is the
560 observation that the magnetic component is almost completely
561 unpolarized. For the relatively long duration and small
562 bandwidth of the pulses used in the present experiments,
563 this can only take place if the natural frequency of librations
564 initiated by the magnetic field is extremely low.
565 The theoretical importance of libration frequency in MD
566 scattering has been discussed previously.32,33 Unpolarized
567 (blue) MD scattering arises from electrons that are excited by
568 the magnetic force of incident light to undergo azimuthal
569 librations in the local potential well. Their response is
570 governed by the detuning of the optical interaction, which
571 has been shown to equal the resonant libration frequency. If
572 electrons occupy a spherically symmetric orbital whose
573 azimuthal slope is near zero, there is little restoring force.

574The corresponding libration frequency is therefore low, leading
575to enhancement of magnetic scattering generally and of
576unpolarized scattering in particular. On the other hand, if the
577orbital becomes less spherical through deformation, the
578libration frequency increases and the unpolarized magnetic
579scattering intensity is predicted to drop for a fixed pulse
580duration.
581Hence, the comparative sphericity of the excited state orbital
582can be assessed from the ratio of polarized to unpolarized MD
583scattering intensities. The lowest ratio corresponds to the most
584spherically symmetric orbital. If MD scattering is almost
585completely unpolarized, one can conclude that the excited
586orbital occupied by the electrons is spherically symmetric with a
587near-zero azimuthal slope. Increasing ratios are indicative of a
588progressive loss of spherical symmetry. To draw conclusions
589from experimental data, however, it is important that the
590electric and magnetic scattering components can be accurately
591distinguished and that no unexpected components are present
592from processes that are not magnetoelectric in origin. The
593accuracy of the separation of components was therefore
594checked in parts (b) of Figures 9−12. These figures plot the
595measured radiation patterns for co-polarized ED scattering
596after subtraction of the unpolarized magnetic background. It is
597readily apparent that the resultant patterns are purely dipolar in
598character. Because the residuals are low, one may conclude that
599only Rayleigh scattering and magnetoelectric scattering
600contribute significantly to the observed radiation patterns.

Figure 9. (a) Raw data on co-polarized (red) and cross-polarized
(blue) scattered light intensity versus incident polarization angle in
0.1 mM o-MeStil7T8Me in DCM at fixed input intensity (λex= 800
nm). (b) Radiation pattern (polar plot) of the raw data in part (a)
after subtraction of the constant background component, showing
that purely dipolar electric and magnetic dipole components are
induced in the scattered light at the intensity of our experiments.

Figure 10. (a) Raw data on co-polarized (red) and cross-polarized
(blue) scattered light intensity versus incident polarization angle in o-
MeStil7T8Pr at fixed input intensity (λex = 800 nm). (b) Radiation
pattern (polar plot) of the raw data in part (a) after subtraction of the
constant background component, showing that purely dipolar electric
and magnetic dipole components are induced in the scattered light at
the intensity of our experiments.
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601 Some basic trends from these studies can be identified. For
602 example, the two-photon fluorescence intensity (two-photon
603 fluorescence quantum yield) is maximum for TMS and
604 minimum for propyl at the same concentrations and conditions
605 in DCM solvent, with methyl being in between the two limits.
606 The MD unpolarized component decreases in the order

methyl propyl TMSunpol,MD unpol,MD unpol,MD> >

607 The MD polarized component decreases in the order

TMS propyl methylpol,MD pol,MD pol,MD> >

608 The ED polarized component follows the trend as

TMS methyl propylpol,ED pol,ED pol,ED> >

609 These trends may be interpreted with the help of quantum
610 theory of magnetoelectric interactions on the atomic scale.32

611 First, it may be noted that the progression of unpolarized MD
612 intensity is opposite that of the polarized intensities.
613 Theoretically the proportion of these two components is
614 determined by the magnitude of the librational resonance
615 frequency ωϕ of electrons responding to incident light. This is
616 due to the fact that the two-photon detuning of the optical
617 excitation equals ωϕ when the bandwidth Δν of the incident
618 light is small (Δν < ωϕ). Presuming the active electron density
619 occupies the orbital centered in the cage, the trend is
620 consistent with resonance frequencies in the order

(TMS) (propyl) (methyl)ω ω ω> >ϕ ϕ ϕ

621This ordering is justified by the conclusion that the
622unpolarized scattering channel experiences resonant enhance-
623ment as the librational resonance frequency ωϕ decreases. The
624intensity of magnetic scattering should also be proportional to
625the polarized Rayleigh or ED component, provided the
626character of the orbital does not change appreciably from
627one compound to another. This trend is upheld in a
628comparison of the data for methyl and propyl which differ
629only in the substituent outside the cage. However, the MD
630component in the TMS data is reduced in intensity despite a
631sizable increase in its Rayleigh component as compared to the
632other two compounds. This is most obvious in Figure 12
633where TMS clearly exhibits the largest polarized ED and the
634smallest unpolarized MD signal components.
635As discussed earlier, it is the slope of the orbital potential
636function that determines the librational resonance frequency. A
637spherical or nearly spherical potential has a slope close to zero
638and consequently a low libration frequency which promotes
639unpolarized MD scattering. Hence, one interpretation of the
640trends in the data is that they are consistent with the idea that
641removing a corner of the cage in the TMS compound distorts the
642sphericity of the electron orbital in the cage. It is quite reasonable
643to expect that the electron potential develops an axis passing
644through the corner from the cage center. The introduction of
645this axis could be argued to lead to an increase in the ED
646transition moment accompanied by an anisotropy of the
647potential which raises the librational frequency and diminishes
648the magnetic scattering intensity, consistent with the data.
649Thus, the magnetic scattering suggests there is a reduction in
650the sphericity of the LUMO in the cage when a corner is
651opened but that the effect is relatively subtle.
652Modeling Studies. Many recent theoretical studies
653describe HOMO−LUMO interactions in a wide variety of
654SQ macromonomers.43−48 As a prelude to understanding the
655behavior of the corner-missing cage, we first did calculations
656 f13for the permethyl cage as shown in Figure 13. The presence of
657a spherical LUMO that matches very closely those we have
658reported previously supports the existence of a similar LUMO
659in the Ph7T8R′ cages described above.
660To understand the electronic properties of the StilxT7-
661trisiloxy compounds, we calculated the HOMO−LUMO
662structures of the simplified Me7T7-trisiloxy analogue per Figure
663 f1414. From our results for Me7T7-trisiloxy molecule, the HOMO
664and LUMO energies are −7.37 and 0.91 eV, respectively; a gap
665of 8.34 eV similar to the theoretical model obtained by Shen et
666al.47

667The LUMOs are again localized predominantly in the cage
668center. However, the LUMO appears to be asymmetric within the
669cage in keeping with the photomagnetic studies described above.

670■ CONCLUSIONS
671The above results offer a new perspective on the ease of
672formation of LUMOs in nonsymmetrical and even incomplete
673phenyl SQs. They point to the idea that their formation may be
674of a more general nature than originally suspected. However,
675the absence of a red-shift for the disubstituted corner-missing
676SQ with only two methylstilbene moieties indicates there is a
677threshold for formation of a LUMO inside the cage. This
678means there are some mitigating electronic effects that control
679energy levels in and on the cage pointing to the potential for
680systems where this effect may be tuned through some outside

Figure 11. (a) Raw data on co-polarized (red) and cross-polarized
(blue) scattered light intensity versus incident polarization angle in o-
MeStil7T7-trisiloxyat fixed input intensity (λex = 800 nm). (b)
Radiation pattern (polar plot) of the raw data in part (a) after
subtraction of the constant background component, showing that
purely dipolar electric and magnetic dipole components are induced
in the scattered light at the intensity of our experiments.
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681 stimulus. These results also set the stage for our efforts to look
682 at double-decker cages wherein for example two edges are
683 open yet we still see LUMOs form inside the cage (to be
684 submitted at a later date).
685 Furthermore, we also find that probing magnetoelectric
686 properties using intense laser light provides a new method of
687 confirming not only band gap energies but also LUMO

688structures and symmetries. We expect to develop this approach
689to characterization in future papers.
690The continuing important point to make is that the existence
691of 3-D conjugation in the excited state points to electronic
692communication in three dimensions between conjugated
693moieties that potentially offers access to a wide variety of
694semiconducting compounds.

Figure 12. Polar plots of raw light scattering data in methyl, propyl, and TMS monomers after solvent subtraction. The solid curves are least-
squares fits to dipole radiation patterns together with a fitted constant background signal.

Figure 13. HOMO and LUMO modeling of the Me8T8
silsesquioxane.

Figure 14. HOMO and LUMO models for the permethylated corner
missing cage.
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